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THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.  
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with your use or implementation of this Software. 
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1 Exercise target 

The aim of this exercise is to familiarize students with the LTE physical signals genera-

tion and study their properties such as cross correlation/autocorrelation in detail. We 

will be considering the following LTE physical signals: 

a. Synchronization signals 

b. Random Access signal 

c. DL and UL Reference signals 

After this exercise student shall be able to recognize the physical signals mapped into 

the LTE radio frame. 

NOTE! This exercise shall last approximately 3 hours in order to fulfill all the included 

tasks. The exercise can be done by a single student or a group of students. 
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2 Required background 

Prior to laboratory exercises, students should prepare and get familiar with the neces-

sary range of material including: 

 Basics of radio-communication systems 

 Principles and basics of LTE system  

 Structure of Resource Block in LTE 

 LTE Channels and Channel Mapping 

 LTE physical layer Signals/Channels for Downlink as well as Uplink 

 Autocorrelation and cross correlation properties 

 Zadoff-Chu sequence and its properties 

 FDD Duplexing 
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3 Theoretical introduction 

3.1 Theoretical background of LTE Frame Structure 

As per the description of LTE frame structure in [5] the downlink and uplink transmis-

sions are grouped in (radio) frame of length 10 milliseconds (ms). Each radio frame is 

divided into 10 subframes of 1ms duration each, with the subrame being further divid-

ed into 2 slots that are 0.5 ms each. Each slot consists of 7 or 6 OFDM symbols for 

normal or extended cyclic prefix used respectively [5]. The LTE frame structure is illus-

trated in the Figure 1. 

The smallest modulation structure in LTE is one symbol in time vs. one subcarrier in 

frequency and is called a Resource Element (RE). Resource Elements are further aggre-

gated into Resource Blocks (RB), with the typical RB having dimensions of 7 symbols by 

12 subcarriers. The RE and RB structure is also shown in Figure 1. The number of sym-

bols in a RB depends on the Cyclic Prefix (CP) in use. During the use of normal CP the 

RB contains seven symbols, whereas in case of extended CP which is used due for ex-

treme delay spread or multimedia broadcast modes, the RB contains six symbols. 

Due to the spectrum flexibility two frame types are defined for LTE, with Type 1 being 

used in FDD while Type 2 is being used in TDD. Type 1 frames consist of 20 slots with 

slot duration of 0.5 ms as discussed previously; whereas Type 2 frames contain two 

half frames, where at least one of the half frames contains a special subframe carrying 

three fields about switch information including Downlink Pilot Time Slot (DwPTS), 

Guard Period (GP) and Uplink Pilot Time Slot (UpPTS). If the switch time is 10 ms, the 

switch information occurs only in subframe one. If the switch time is 5 ms, the switch 

information occurs in both half frames, first in subframe one, and again in subframe six. 

Subframes 0 and 5 and DwPTS are always reserved for downlink transmission. UpPTS 

and the subframe immediately following UpPTS are reserved for uplink transmission. 

Other subframes can be used for either uplink or downlink. Frame Type 2 is illustrated 

in Figure 2. 
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Figure 1 LTE frame structure 

 

 
Figure 2 Frame Type 2 

 

The number of RBs that can fit within a given channel bandwidth varies proportionally 

to the bandwidth. Logically, as the channel bandwidth increases, the number of RBs 

can increase. The transmission bandwidth configuration is the maximum number of Re-

source Blocks that can fit within the channel bandwidth with some guard band [5]. The 

Table 1 shows the LTE bandwidth and resource configuration. 
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Table 1 Bandwidth and Resource blocks specifications 

Bandwidth(MHz) 1.4 3 5 10 15 20 

Number of Resource Blocks 6 15 25 50 75 100 

Number of occupied subcarriers 72 180 300 600 900 1200 

IFFT/FFT Size 128 256 512 1024 1536 2048 

Subcarrier Spacing (KHz) 15 15 15 15 15 15 

 

We can notice here that subcarrier spacing remains same in all bandwidth configura-

tions. The best results in terms of throughput can be achieved by the bandwidth with 

maximum amount of RBs. 

3.2 LTE Downlink Physical Signals 

Physical signals in the downlink are a set of resource elements which are used by the 

physical layer but they do not convey information to (or from) upper layers of the LTE 

stack. There are two types of downlink physical signals defined in LTE: 

Reference Signal (RS) 

Reference signal is used by UE for downlink channel estimation as well as channel 

equalization. It also helps in channel measurements for: frequency selective scheduling 

CQI generation and also for measurements for handover/cell reselection purposes (e.g. 

RSRP and RSRQ). It allows the UE to determine the channel impulse response (CIR). 

RS’s are basically pseudo-random sequences dependent on the subframe number and 

the cell ID and there are 504 unique reference signals (physical-layer cell identities). 

The physical-layer cell identities are grouped into 168 unique physical-layer cell-

identity groups, each group containing three unique identities. The RS uses the first and 

fifth symbols under normal CP operation (see Figure 3), and the first and fourth sym-

bols for extended CP operation (see Figure 4); the location of the RS on the subcarriers 

varies. 

According to 3GPP [3] there are five types of downlink reference signals which are de-

fined: 

 Cell-specific reference signals (CRS) 

 MBSFN reference signals 

 UE-specific reference signals (DM-RS) 

 Positioning reference signals (PRS) 

 CSI reference signals (CSI-RS) 
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There is one reference signal transmitted per downlink antenna port and accordingly 

there is one resource grid per antenna port. The set of antenna ports supported de-

pends on the reference signal configuration in the cell: 

 Cell-specific reference signals support a configuration of one, two, or four 

antenna ports and are transmitted on antenna ports 𝑝 = 0, 𝑝 ∈ {0,1}, and 

𝑝 ∈ {0,1,2,3} respectively 

 MBSFN reference signals are transmitted on antenna port 𝑝 = 4 

 UE-specific reference signals are transmitted on antenna port(s) 𝑝 = 5, 𝑝 = 7, 

𝑝 = 8  or one or several of 𝑝 ∈ {7,8,9,10,11,12,13,14} 

 Positioning reference signals are transmitted on antenna port 𝑝 = 6 

 CSI reference signals support a configuration of one, two, four or eight antenna 

ports and are transmitted on antenna ports 𝑝 = 15, 𝑝 = 15,16, 𝑝 = 15, … ,18 and 

𝑝 = 15, … ,22, respectively 

 
Figure 3 Mapping of downlink reference signals (normal cyclic prefix) [3] 
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Figure 4 Mapping of downlink reference signals (extended cyclic prefix) [3] 

 

Primary and Secondary Synchronization Signal (P-SS and S-SS) 

UEs use the Primary Synchronization Signal (P-SS) for timing and frequency acquisition 

during cell search. The PSS carries part of the cell ID and provides slot timing synchro-

nization. It is transmitted on 62 of the reserved 72 subcarriers (6 Resource Blocks) 

around Dedicated Control (DC) and uses one of three Zadoff-Chu sequences.  

For frame structure type 1, the primary synchronization signal is mapped to the last 

OFDM symbol in slots 0 and 10.  

For frame structure type 2, the primary synchronization signal is mapped to the third 

OFDM symbol in subframes 1 and 6. 

The sequence d(n) used for the primary synchronization signal is generated from a fre-

quency-domain Zadoff-Chu sequence according to: 
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𝑑𝑢(𝑛) = { 𝑒−𝑗
𝜋𝑢𝑛(𝑛+1)

63

𝑒−𝑗
𝜋𝑢(𝑛+1)(𝑛+2)

63

   
𝑛 = 0,1, … ,30

𝑛 = 31,32, … ,61
 

where the Zadoff-Chu root sequence index u is given by Table 2. 

 
Table 2 Root indices for the primary synchronization signal 

𝑵𝑰𝑫
(𝟐)

 Root index u 

0 25 

1 29 

2 34 

 

These sequences have the useful property of having zero cyclic autocorrelation at all 

non-zero lags. When used as a synchronization code, the correlation between the ideal 

sequence and a received sequence is greatest when the lag is zero. When there is any 

lag between the two sequences the correlation is nil. 

UEs use the Secondary Synchronization Signal (S-SS) in cell search. It provides frame 

timing synchronization and the remainder of the cell ID, and is transmitted on 62 of the 

reserved 72 subcarriers (6 Resource Blocks) around DC on symbol 5 in slot 0 and 10. 

The S-SS uses two 31-bit binary sequences and BPSK modulation. 

3.3 LTE Uplink Physical Signals 

Physical signals in the uplink are a set of resource elements which are used by the 

physical layer but they do not convey information originating from higher layers of the 

LTE stack. 

Physical Random Access Channel (PRACH) 

The PRACH carries the random access preamble and coordinates and transports ran-

dom requests for service from UEs. The random access preamble consists of CP length 

and sequence length. There are four types of preamble formats. The random access 

preambles are generated from Zadoff-Chu sequences with zero correlation zone gen-

erated from one or several root Zadoff-Chu sequences. Zadoff-Chu sequence is a 

complex mathematical sequence and it generates signals of constant amplitude. The 

autocorrelation properties of Constant Amplitude Zero Autocorrelation (CAZAC) se-

quences which is a part of the Zadoff-Chu sequence helps reduce the PAPR and BER 

in OFDM systems based on CAZAC Transform Matrix method. 
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The format of Random Access Preamble is shown in Figure 5. 

The PRACH channel transmits access requests (bursts) when a wireless device desires 

to access the LTE network (call origination or paging response). 

 
Figure 5 Random Access Preamble Format 

 

Uplink Reference Signal 

There are two variants of the UL reference signal.: 

 Demodulation Reference Signal (DRS): The demodulation reference signal 

facilitates coherent demodulation at the eNodeB. There is one DRS in every 0.5 

ms slot on PUSCH, whereas on PUCCH, there are 2–3 reference signals per slot 

depending on the used PUCCH format. These signals are time multiplexed with 

uplink data. For PUSCH, DRS occupies the 4th SC-FDMA symbol in the slot, 

and the RS sequence length equals the number of allocated sub-carriers. The 

demodulation reference signal locations for PUCCH depend on the PUCCH 

format used. The DRS is based on Zadoff-Chu sequences.  

 Sounding Reference Signal (SRS): A sounding reference signal is also based on 

Zadoff-Chu sequences and is used to facilitate frequency dependent scheduling. 

It is not associated with transmission of uplink data transmission and has a larger 

bandwidth than DRS. 

Both variants of the UL reference signal use Constant Amplitude Zero Autocorrelation 

(CAZAC) sequences. 
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3.4 System description for the exercise 

The course exercises are based on the LTE PHY Lab. LTE PHY Lab is a comprehensive 

implementation of the 3GPP Release 8 E-UTRA physical layer. It has a form of a 

MATLAB Toolbox. It includes both the downlink and the uplink processing chains cov-

ering all the PHY steps such as FEC, modulation, MIMO processing, resource mapping, 

OFDMA and SCFDMA signal generation. Due to such structure baseband models of 

both the eNB and UE can be created. For the lab course exercises it is important to 

evaluate the role of every single component block, or the whole transmitter and receiv-

er.  

For the purpose of this exercise, the blocks of LTE PHY Lab that are required for eval-

uation are: 

 LTE Downlink PHY transmitter  

 LTE Uplink PHY transmitter  

The block diagrams that are useful for this exercise are shown below: 

 
Figure 6 Block diagram for the experiments showing the PHY RS signals generation in downlink and uplink 
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Figure 7 Block diagram for the experiments showing PHY Synchronization signals generation 

 

 
Figure 8 Block diagram for the experiments showing PHY PRACH signal generation 

The important parameters that are related to the LTE system for this exercise are gath-

ered in Table 3. 

 
Table 3 LTE PHY Lab parameters used in exercise 

Parameter name Parameter value 

System bandwidth 3MHz 

FFT size 256 

Transmission mode FDD 

Transmission direction Downlink and Uplink 

Measured PHY Channels 
Downlink: RS, P-SS, S-SS 

Uplink: PRACH, DRS for PUSCH, DRS for PUCCH, SRS 

Modulation order QPSK 

Subcarrier spacing 15kHz 

Normal CP length 4.6 μs 
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3.5 References 
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[5] www.anritsu.com 

[6] Sauter, Martin. , From GSM to LTE : an introduction to mobile networks and mobile 

broadband, John Wiley & Sons, Ltd, 2011, book 
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4 Workspace setup 

In order to properly run all exercises you have to follow these steps: 

 

1. Install University Suite and activate it. This should be already done by the teacher or 

system administrator, and is well described in User guide 

2. Launch MATLAB. Switch the work directory (Figure 9, red outline) to path where 

University Suite is installed (e.g. “C:\University_Suite_v1.0.0”) 

3. Open directory with appropriate laboratory case, e.g. “Labcase_1” (Figure 9, 

orange outline), and run script “UniversitySuite_AddPaths”,  to add paths to 

workspace (Figure 9, blue outline). Each laboratory case has its own separate 

script to add paths that has to be run (i.e. even if you run 

“UniversitySuite_AddPaths” from “Labcase_1”, you have to run 

“UniversitySuite_AddPaths” from “Labcase_2” in order to do exercises from 

laboratory case 2) 

 

NOTE! Each time you restart MATLAB you have to perform above steps to properly 

attach all directories. 

 
Figure 9 University Suite workspace setup 
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NOTE! If scripts for automatic LTE MAC Lab and LTE PHY Lab search fail, you must 
provide specific path to this tools. To do so, edit “AddToolsPaths” file, which is located 
in the main directory of University Suite. In this file add path to your tools in functions 
“Add_LTE_PHY_Lab” and “Add_LTE_MAC_Lab”. Figure 10 provides an example on how the 
file should look like in case of explicit tool paths. Edited lines are marked with blue out-
line. 
 

 
Figure 10 Adding specific path to the tools 
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5 “Warm up” exercises 

In this laboratory exercise we shall focus on the generation of the LTE PHY signals and 

their properties as discussed in the chapter 3 using the simulation environment.  

5.1 Examination of the DL & UL Reference Signals 

1. Open the script “Lab_RS.m” and examine source code to identify: signals under 

examination, number of antenna, PDCCH and the PRBs used for simulation. 

2. Use help command to get description of the script (“help Lab_RS”). 

3. Run the script with the predefined configurations. 

4. Carefully observe the generated signals RS, DRS for PUCCH format 1, DRS for 

PUCCH format 2, DRS for PUSCH, SRS on the scatterplot, spectrogram in 3D 

and in time-frequency allocation in 3D. Use the 3D toggle option available in 

MATLAB to observe the spectrogram from different perspectives. Write down 

in your report the distinctive characteristics of the signals and their dependence 

on the input parameters.  

5. Observe the allocation of blocks to the signals in the DL and UL subframe 

respectively and write your comments regarding their position in the report. 

6. Observe the plots for the RS allocation in case of different no. of antennas. 

Explain the difference in positioning of the reference signal for the different 

antenna modes in your report. 

7. Explain the differences between the two different DRS signals generated due to 

the different PUCCH formats. 

5.2 Examination of the Synchronization signals 

1. Open the script “Lab_PSS_SSS.m” and examine source code to identify: signals 

under examination and the PSS sequence generation. 

2. Use help command to get description of the script (“help Lab_PSS_SSS”). 

3. Run the script with the predefined configurations. 

4. Carefully observe the signals PSS, SSS on the scatterplot, spectrogram in 3D and 

in time-frequency allocation in 3D. Use the 3D toggle option available in 

MATLAB to observe the spectrogram from different perspectives. Write down 

in your report the distinctive characteristics of the signals and their dependence 

on the input parameters. 

5. Observe the depiction of cross correlation between different PSS. Explain the 

reason behind depiction of such properties. 

6. Modify the indices used with “P_SSSequenceGeneration” and write down on the 

report, your comments on the influence of change of the indices on the cross 
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correlation results of the reference signals with different indexes. Copy the plots 

also to your reports. 

7. Observe the allocation of blocks to the signals in the subframe and write your 

comments in the report. 

5.3 Examination of PRACH signal 

1. Open the script “Lab_PRACH.m” and identify: signal being generated, subframe 

under consideration, PRBs used to map the data and plotting. 

2. Use help command to get description of the script usage (“help Lab_PRACH”). 

3. Run the script with the predefined settings. 

4. Carefully observe the signal: PRACH on the scatterplot, spectrogram in 3D and 

in time-frequency allocation in 3D. Use the 3D toggle option available in 

MATLAB to observe the spectrogram from different perspectives. Write down 

in your report the distinctive characteristics of the signal and its dependence on 

the input parameters. 

5. Observe the plots depicting the properties of PRACH signal in terms of time 

domain, cross correlation of different PRACH signals and write in your report 

the significance of such properties. 

6. Modify the different parameters: 

a. index of the cyclic shift (0-15) 

b. logical root sequence number (0..838) 

c. indication of restricted set (1) or unrestricted set (0) 

Write down comments on the influence of change of each parameter on the 

creation of PRACH signal in the form of a detailed table in your report. 
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6 Main exercise tasks 

After completion of the tasks mentioned in chapter 5, the student shall write his 

own files realizing the following tasks. 

 

NOTE! These tasks can be done in the class or at home or used as a separate project. 

6.1 Examination of the Downlink and Uplink PHY signals  

1. Write a script to design a resource grid function that enables you to generate a 

resource grid according to the BW, FFT parameters listed in Table 3 and 

subframe length of 1ms with 14 or 12 OFDM symbols for normal cyclic prefix 

and extended cyclic prefix respectively. The function should allow you to place 

RS at particular positions. With the help of the designed function and example 

source code from file “Lab_RS.m”, write a script that enables you to observe the 

difference between the allocation of reference signals in the normal and 

extended cyclic prefix mode with the help of allocation plots. Write down in 

your report the differences observed and also copy the plots to your reports. 

Hint: You can use the “surf” MATLAB function to depict the allocations. 

2. Using as the example source code from file “Lab_PSS_SSS.m”, write down a 

script to 

a. Compare the cross correlation between the PSS generated with the three 

different index numbers without noise. 

b. Compare the cross correlation between the PSS generated with the three 

different index numbers after adding white Gaussian noise.  

c. Use different values of SNR for the Gaussian noise and determine the 

min. SNR value that allows recognizing the peak in the plots.  

In your reports write down the differences observed between the plots obtained 

without any noise and with Gaussian noise along with the plots. The plots for 

different SNR values along with the determined SNR value for task c should also 

be mentioned in the report.  

3. Using as the example source code from file “Lab_PRACH.m”, write down a script 

to  

a. Compare the cross correlation between the PRACH generated with five 

different parameters combinations without noise. 

b. Compare the cross correlation between the PRACH generated with five 

different parameters combinations after adding white Gaussian noise. 

c. Compare the small zero correlation zone vs large zero correlation zone 
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with and without Gaussian noise. 

d. Use different values of SNR for the Gaussian noise and determine the 

min. SNR value that allows recognizing the peak in the plots. 

In your reports write down the differences observed between the plots obtained 

without any noise and with Gaussian noise along with the plots. The plots for 

different SNR values along with the determined SNR value for task c should also 

be mentioned in the report. 
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7 Test questions  

After all the tasks are fulfilled, the student shall answer for these questions in 

the report: 

 

1. Describe the functions that the different PHY reference signals have in the LTE 

system for both DL and UL. 

2. What is the importance Zadoff-Chu sequences for PHY reference signals? 

Which properties of this sequence are the most important in LTE? 

3. How does the position of the reference signal get affected depending on the 

length of the cyclic prefix? 

4. What is the random access preamble?  

5. Name the five different types of DL reference signals defined by 3GPP? 

6. What is used to reduce to PAPR value in uplink transmissions? 

7. Explain the procedure used for LTE Cell Search. 

8. How can we calculate the unique physical-layer cell identities? 

9. Which DL reference signal is important for taking decisions regarding 

scheduling? 

10. Which UL reference signal is important for taking decisions regarding 

scheduling? 

11. Define and explain the significance of the following: 

a. DRS 

b. SRS 

12. Explain the significance of: 

a. P-SS and S-SS signals. 

b. PRACH signals 

13. Draw a diagram showing the structure of PRACH signal. 
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8 Report content 

The report shall include: 

 answers for questions from chapters 5 and 6; 

 required descriptions from chapters 5 and 6; 

 required plots / simulation results and source codes from chapters 5 and 6; 

 answers for questions from chapter 7; 

 required block diagrams from chapter 7; 

 related conclusions and observations from the exercise. 

 

The example report header is presented below: 

 

Wireless communication course 

Exercise title: “Physical signals generation in the LTE System” 

Group ID: Students’ names: 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 

Date and time of the exercise: 

Student providing report: Date of the report: Grade and lecturer signature: 
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About IS-Wireless 

IS-Wireless (www.is-wireless.com) is a Polish software developer and IP provider spe-
cializing in advanced solutions for wireless systems. IS-Wireless develops 4G and 5G 
algorithms, protocols and tools. Our clients are primarily early technology adopters in-
cluding ODMs, OEMs, chip vendors, and operators. We operate globally delivering our 
services to companies and organizations from Europe, USA, Africa and Asia. The com-
pany is engaged in EU FP7 projects on 5G and is active in delivering technical courses 
on advanced telecom. 
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